


Explore Miyazaki with good taste,
where local delicacies are ripe!

The unique noodles of
Miyazaki

Miyazaki locals love noodles!
This is undeniable from the fact
that many noodle stores
ranked in the JIMOMIYAMESHI
popular vote results. Eating
udon noodles for breakfast and
ramen noodles for lunch, even
eating Kama-age udon noodles
after a night of drinking is a
common sight in Miyazaki.
Miyazaki is also home to a
unique variety of ramen
noodles. From the most
popular Tonkotsu-shoyu pork-
bone soy sauce noodle soup
which isn’t too heavy, to Kara-
men, a spicy ramen which is
packed full of garlic and chilies,
and even Tomato ramen which
comes in a tomato-based broth
which is popular with women.
The choices are wide and
varied.

The �avors of Miyazaki
loved by locals

When talking about famous
local Miyazaki dishes, the
dishes that come to mind are
chicken-nanban, hiyajiru, and
char-grilled jidori chicken.
Hiyajiru and chicken-nanban
are both staple parts of dinner
tables in Miyazaki, except for
char-grilled jidori chicken which
is one of those menus you just
can’t resist ordering as nibbles
while enjoying some alcohol at
an izakaya. Miyazaki Gyoza
(dumplings) are gathering
attention recently too, with
Miyazaki city ranking amongst
the top cities in Japan for the
volume of Gyoza consumed.
Great serving sizes at a
reasonable price, and of course
absolutely delicious!! These are
the basics of Miyazaki cuisine.

An abundance of
ingredients from the

ocean and the mountains

Miyazaki prefecture which has
a temperate climate and a lot
of untouched nature is a
treasure box that keeps giving
an abundance of excellent
ingredients. With the most
famous local produce Miyazaki
beef leading the way, pork and
chicken production are also
ranked among the highest in
Japan. Miyazaki also ranks
among the top producers of
vegetables such as green
peppers and cucumbers. Fruits
like mangoes, Kinkan
(Kumquat), and Hyuganatsu are
an important part of the
seasonal colors of Miyazaki.
The �shing industry is also
robust, with an abundance of
seafood available. For bonito
caught by pole-and-line,
Miyazaki has held the top
position for volume in Japan for
many years.



What is JIMOMIYAMESHI?
Through a popular vote, voted on by Miyazaki locals, we chose the restaurants that are the most
loved by locals in 2 categories, lunch and dinner. In this guidebook (website) we will introduce the
JIMOMIYAMESHI restaurants that ranked amongst the most popular restaurants, divided into 7 areas
within Miyazaki Prefecture. The restaurants are divided into categories such as [Most frequented
restaurants] and [A restaurant to treat yourself]. Dive into the deep end and immerse yourself in the
charm of food that Miyazaki is proud of. However, the restaurants that we are recommending here
only scratches the surface of local Miyazaki restaurants. Miyazaki prefecture has an incredible
number of amazing restaurants, so don’t be afraid to explore and �nd your very own
JIMOMIYAMESHI!

16,675 votes cast in one month!
The popular vote was conducted over one month, starting from November �rst, 2020. In this time
period, we gathered a total of 16,675 votes. From the results of this vote, we chose the top 100
restaurants and published their signature dish or most popular menu item in this guidebook. All of
the published restaurants are popular word-of-mouth restaurants with excellent reviews that
Miyazaki locals have given the stamp of approval to. Many of these restaurants are hidden gems that
only locals know about. Many of these restaurants are struggling with the current global pandemic
but are taking strict preventative measures such as enforcing sanitization upon entry, making sure
that sta� are wearing face masks, and preventing the three C’s. We hope that this guidebook will help
these restaurants who are struggling in the current climate and accompany you on your journey to
enjoy all the delicious food that is on o�er.





Chicken Nanban (with rice) 1,050 yen

－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

Ogura
The king of JIMOTOMESHI, a comfort food for
the people of Miyazaki.

Chicken Nanban, the most popular comfort food for the
people of Miyazaki, is a dish prepared by deep frying
chicken breast, covering it in sweet vinegar sauce and
serving it with a generous serving of tartar sauce. Ogura is
a casual restaurant the whole family can enjoy with a
menu packed full of variety and �avor. Protecting the
vision of its founder, Yoshimitsu Kai, Ogura continues to
be an important part of Miyazaki food culture.

Key points
Everything is handmade to an original recipe, from the sweet
vinegar sauce to the signature tartar sauce. Protecting the
tradition of carefully selecting ingredients and using them in
creative ways to create innovative �avors until this day. The
Segashira store and Main store located in central Miyazaki City
are the two stores in Miyazaki City that are directly operated by
Ogura.

宮崎市瀬頭2-2-23（瀬頭店）
0985-23-5301

11:00-21:00（LO20:20）
不定休
31席
Available



－ Especially thorough measures－
Thorough sanitization of

common areas

Craighton House
Healthy and delicious food prepared with
fresh ingredients and great care.

Key points
Among the wide and varied western style menu, the Chicken
Nanban has always been extremely popular. You can choose
from 7 di�erent �avors of tartar sauce, including the standard
�avor.

宮崎市⼤島町前⽥343（⼤島店）
0985-24-0553

11:00-23:00

なし
75席
Available

－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

Yatai-bone
Original Yatai-bone Tonkotsu ramen (Pork
bone broth) made without compromise to
an original recipe.

Key points
The Yatai-bone ramen blends three di�erent types of soup,
Fragrant, clear and rich. The Miyazaki Ramen has a light and
rounded soup. Enjoy the di�erent �avors of ramen made
without compromise!

宮崎市新別府町雀⽥1185宮崎中央市場内（本店）
0985-28-2945

10:30-14:00（スープがなくなり次第終了）
⽇曜⽇・祝⽇
30席
Available

Chicken Nanban 4-ways (with rice, a drink
and cake) 1,518 yen

Miyazaki Ramen 550 yen



－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

SYOJUSAIKENBI ICHIMOKU
ISSOU
Become bewitched by the �avors of
Miyazaki. Local production for local use.

Key points
A shop that prides itself on using locally sourced ingredients
where you can enjoy the wealth of ingredients that Miyazaki
has on o�er. Complete with a live kitchen where dishes are
created in front of your eyes, energetic sta� eagerly await your
visit.

宮崎市松⼭1-1-1宮崎観光ホテル内
0985-32-5938

11:30-14:30（LO14:00）、18:00-21:00（LO20:30）
⽔曜⽇（ランチのみ定休 ※祝⽇は営業）
130席
Available

－ Especially thorough measures－
Thorough sanitization of

common areas

Organic Restaurant Sizen
An environmentally friendly restaurant,
with a sweeping view of Miyazaki City.

Key points
A bu�et restaurant situated in Heiwadai Park that overlooks the
city. The popular handmade dishes made with organic
vegetables will make you feel healthy.

宮崎市下北⽅町越ケ迫6146平和台公園レストハウス1F

0985-31-3693

11:00-15:30（LO14:30）、17:30-21:00（LO20:00）
⽉・⽕曜⽇（祝⽇の場合営業）
56席 テラス席16席
Available

Lunch Bu�et (Adults, 1,870 yen / Children
under 12, 990 yen) Dinner Bu�et (Adults,
3,960 yen / Children under 12, 1100 yen)

Lunch / Dinner (Adults) 1,690 yen Senior
and child prices available



－ Especially thorough measures－
Periodic ventilation

Masquerade
A co�ee shop with exceptional food.
Frequented by businessmen.

Key points
A co�ee shop with a robust menu including favorites such as
Japanese hamburg steak, spaghetti and daily lunch sets. Their
homemade salad dressing is another point of pride.

宮崎市橘通東4-10-29

0985-26-0133

11:00-15:00（LO14:30）
⽇曜⽇・祝⽇
22席
Without

－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

Ramen-man Ramen and
Gyoza Specialty Restaurant
Enjoy ramen at a discounted price during
the morning ramen time during 6am and
11am.

Key points
Everything about this ramen from the rich soup and roast pork,
to the homemade noodles are made without compromise. The
Assari Tonkotsu Ramen (light pork-bone broth) available during
the morning ramen time is also popular!

宮崎市村角町坪平1221-1

0985-27-7277

6:00-23:00

不定休
42席
Available

Japanese Style Hamburg Steak (Daily
Lunch Set) 900 yen

Thick and Rich Tonkotsu (Pork bone
broth) Ramen 820 yen



－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

Ramen Honpo Satoimo
Enjoy a well rounded tonkotsu soup (pork
bone broth) with original homemade
ramen noodles that have an excellent
texture.

Key points
Delicious until the last drop of soup. The handmade noodles
are a perfect match for the soup made with only pork from
Miyazaki Prefecture. This is a Miyazaki ramen you can enjoy
everyday.

宮崎市⼤島町原ノ前1445-107（本店）
0985-32-6868

10:30-22:00

⽔曜⽇
40席
Without

－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

Flounder
Fresh vegetables and �ounder cuisine
prepared by a vegetable sommelier.

Key points
The �rst restaurant in Miyazaki to be recognized by the Japan
Vegetable Sommelier Association. Enjoy the food made with
specially selected vegetables and �ounder raised in a farm
operated directly by the restaurant.

宮崎市錦町4-32

0985-24-6998

11:30-14:30（LO14:00）、18:00-22:00（LO21:00）
不定休（HPでご確認ください）
38席
Available

Ramen 630 yen

Kadaif Wrapped Lunch 1,760 yen



－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

Casual Restaurant Yakko
A local restaurant that the people of
Ooyodo are proud of which continues to
be loved by workers.

Key points
A restaurant loved by the people of Ooyodo for over 50 years.
The popular daily menu includes a Japanese fried chicken and
chicken-nanban combo set. The homemade curry is also very
popular.

宮崎市中村東2-7-14

0985-51-6412

11:30-15:00

⽇曜⽇・祝⽇
23席
Without

－ Especially thorough measures－
Thorough sanitization of

common areas

Toyotomi Miyazaki Kama-
age Udon
A famous store worth the visit. You are
sure to be satis�ed with the portion size
and taste.

Key points
A popular Kama-age udon restaurant that relocated to Aya
Town from the Shimo-kitakata area in Miyazaki City. Enjoy the
tempura and boiled-to-order fresh udon noodles.

綾町⼤字⼊野3450-1

0985-69-7857

10:00-15:00

⽉曜⽇
30席
Available

Mixed Set Meal 980 yen Tempura Kama-age Udon 1000 yen, Inari-
sushi (sushi rice in a deep-fried tofu
pocket) 70 yen



－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

Tomato Ramen Auwa
Tonkotsu (pork bone broth) tomato
ramen with delicious homemade noodles.

Key points
Tomato ramen made by blending an original tomato sauce with
creamy pork-bone soup. After enjoying the homemade basil
noodles, add a bowl of tomato rice to transform your leftover
soup into a risotto.

宮崎市清武町⼤字加納甲1021-4（清武本店）
0985-71-0052

11:00-20:00（LO19:30）
⽉曜⽇（祝⽇の場合翌⽇）
48席
Available

－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

Ourin
A signature dish that is the pride of this
restaurant. The fragrant green onions are
sure to hook you in!

Key points
The signature dish is the Negi Ramen (Green onion ramen) ,
topped with plenty of homemade roast pork and �nely sliced
sweet fragrant green onions. This menu has been popular ever
since the restaurant was established.

国富町⽊脇1117-2

0985-75-8298

11:30-13:30、17:30-20:00

⽔・⽊曜⽇
40席
Without

Tomato Ramen (with cheese) 783 yen
Negi Ramen (Green Onion Ramen) 756
yen

Featured restaurant icon commentary

Lunch time Dinner time Take-out available Child seating available

Car park available Address Phone number Opening hours

Restaurant holidays Number of seats / tables Website



Fresh Kushima Buri-Puri-Donburi 1,100 yen

－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

Onoya
Seared, marinated and raw, enjoy a generous
portion of fresh yellowtail!

A local delicacy that highlights the careful work of Japanese
chefs. This rice bowl is packed full of yellowtail caught in
Kushima, both marinated and as sashimi. Oonoya's
original soy sauce and miso marinade bring out the �avors
of the yellowtail perfectly. Enjoy every last bit of your rice
bowl, as there is a special secret hidden at the bottom of
the bowl. The yellowtail bone broth miso soup is also
phenomenal.

Key points
The [Buri-puri-donburi] is popular with both locals and visitors
from other prefectures alike. The buri (yellowtail) caught in the
seas surrounding kushima are fatty and packed full of umami.
Delicious as sashimi, marinated or seared!

串間市⻄⽅6524-108

0987-72-6323

11:00-14:30（LO14:00）、17:00-22:00（LO21:00）
不定
100席
Without



－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

Port Station Meitsu
Delicious as sashimi, delicious seared and
delicious on rice with hot Japanese tea
poured over the top!

Key points
Nichinan City boasts the largest amount of bonito caught by
line-and-pole �shing in all of Japan! Enjoy fresh bonito
unloaded at Meitsu Port, marinated in 2 types of sauces. Their
original special soy sauce and salt sauce.

⽇南市南郷町中村⼄4862-9

0987-64-1581

10:30-14:00（受付終了）
⽉曜⽇、第3⽕曜⽇、年末年始
77席
Available

－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

Taikai Seafood and Ise-ebi
(Japanese Spiny Lobster)
Cuisine
Located directly in front of the sea. Enjoy
fresh seasonal seafood and Ise-ebi
(Japanese spiny lobster).

Key points
You can really enjoy the �avors of fresh seasonal �sh with this
seafood rice bowl prepared by a Japanese chef. The miso soup
made with shallow water �sh is also incredibly satisfying. The
Ise-ebi (Japanese spiny lobster) that become available in
September, is another experience not to miss here.

⽇南市宮浦568-1

0987-29-1308

11:00-13:30

⽊曜⽇、最終週の⽔曜⽇（祝⽇の場合は変更）
60席
Available

Nichinan Charcoal-Grilled Line-and-Pole
Caught Bonito 1,500 yen

Taikai's Original Seafood Rice Bowl Meal
2,750 yen



－ Especially thorough measures－
Periodic ventilation

Obisaryo Samurai House
Itotei
Fill up on generous portions of glorious
Miyazaki beef in an opulent atmosphere.

Key points
Located in a restored samurai lords house built 130 years ago.
The secret sauce is a perfect match for the rare Miyazaki beef
steak that is raised in Nichinan city with great care and
attention given to what they eat. Finish your meal o� with hot
dashi soup poured over rice.

⽇南市飫肥8-6-10

0987-55-8010

10:00-17:00（LO16:30）※ランチは11:00-15:00まで
⽕曜⽇（祝⽇の場合翌⽇）
52席
Available

－ Especially thorough measures－
Thorough sanitization of

common areas

Chinese Kitchen Renge
Try our mouth numbing spicy Sichuan
Mapo Tofu!

Key points
The most popular menu is the Sichuan Mapo Tofu made with 2
types of chilli bean paste and homemade chilli oil. The fragrant
Sichuan peppers create a mouth numbing spice which is
unique, extremely hot and extremely delicious. They also have
a wide range of other rice and noodle dishes available.

⽇南市吾⽥東9-1-28-1

0987-22-2631

11:00-14:00、17:00-20:00

⽕曜⽇
28席
Without

Anraku House Miyazaki Beef Steak Rice
Set 2,480 yen *limited to 10 servings per
day

Sichuan Mapo-Tofu Meal 1,200 yen
(Lunch time only)

Featured restaurant icon commentary

Lunch time Dinner time Take-out available Child seating available

Car park available Address Phone number Opening hours

Restaurant holidays Number of seats / tables Website



Special A Lunch (With Almond Jelly) 1,023 yen
*Limited time only

－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

The Snooup
A ramen specialty store that serves ramen
that resembles tomato pasta.

The Snooup has 10 stores located within the Kyushu
Region. The [A Lunch] is a tomato ramen topped with
cheese and a seasoned boiled egg. This set has remained
as one of the most popular lunch menus at the main store
located in Miyakonojo City. The soup made with organic
Italian tomatoes, served with plenty of reduced salt
cheese. The seasoned soft boiled egg marinated in a
secret sauce coats the top of the ramen beautifully.

Key points
The representative of this restaurant also drew the plans and
designed the store. Many of the sections are handmade by the
sta� and the numerous cactuses that line the shop give it a
unique look.

都城市宮丸町2999（総本店）
0986-21-3488

11:00-21:00（LO20:30）
なし
86席
Without



－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

Maruta Dining Hall
A children's set meal for adults, packed
full of everyone's favorite foods.

Key points
The [Special Set Meal] is packed full of things that the owner
loves. An extremely popular menu that hasn't changed in the
10 years since the restaurants establishment.

都城市吉尾町6220

0986-38-1461

11:30-15:00（LO14:30）、17:30-21:30（LO21:00）
⽉曜⽇
40席
Without

－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

Ryu-no Tare
A set meal with a generous portion of chili
prawns and fried rice.

Key points
Ryu-no-Tare (Dragon's sauce) is a popular Chinese restaurant
that was established 16 years ago. The most popular menu
item is the Chili Prawn Fried Rice. A set that you can enjoy both
fried rice and succulent chili prawns.

都城市上川東3-1-4

0986-26-6123

11:00-15:00(LO14:00)、18:00-22:00(LO20:30)

⽔曜⽇夜
40席
Without

Special Meal 1,280 yen Shrimp in Chili Sauce Fried Rice 1,200 yen



－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

Ittetsu
Outstanding ramen in a rich and fragrant
tonkotsu soup (pork bone broth).

Key points
The signature dish [Ramen] uses thin noodles that blend well
and bring out the umami of their secret soup, made with pork
and chicken bone broth. A dish loved for over 20 years since
the restaurant was established.

都城市都北町3529-1

0986-38-6515

11:00-20:30（LO20:00）
⽉曜⽇
40席
Available

－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

Mugamuchu Tonkotsu
(pork-bone broth) ramen
specialty restaurant
Ramen full of �avor and umami made
with ingredients from the Kyushu region.

Key points
A dish characterized by the rich umami, made by a chef who
started out in French cuisine. The thick but gentle soup is
served in a cappuccino style by frothing up the soup before
serving and is made with selected ingredients from the Kyushu
region.

都城市志⽐⽥町5325-10

0986-21-4500

11:30-15:00（LO14:40）、18:00-21:00（LO20:30）
なし
25席
Available

Ramen 650 yen

Shiitake Tonkotsu (pork-bone) Pure White
Ramen - Cappuccino Style 800 yen

Featured restaurant icon commentary

Lunch time Dinner time Take-out available Child seating available

Car park available Address Phone number Opening hours

Restaurant holidays Number of seats / tables Website



Chicken Nanban Set Meal 580 yen (Without set
360 yen)

－ Especially thorough measures－
Use of face masks by sta�

Ichiba Shokudo Directly
operated by Kirishima Foods
The most famous dish is chicken nanban.
Great value is the main attraction here!

A casual restaurant located inside the local market. It is
always packed with customers who come for the fried
noodles with thick sauce you can choose your type of
noodles for. Their set meals that have very generous
portions are also popular. Their most famous dish is the
Chicken Nanban which they have been serving since their
establishment in 1972. Their chicken nanban is made with
chicken thighs. Their creamy tartar sauce and well
balanced sweet vinegar sauce is homemade and available
for purchase in-store.

Key points
A restaurant that aims to be the launching ground for Kobayashi
city, famous for being cheap, fast and delicious. On July 8th of
each year, they hold their own thanksgiving festival, Chicken-
nanban Day. On this day, 300 chicken-nanban set meals are
o�ered at a discounted price.

⼩林市細野2123-1

0984-23-6826

8:45-14:00（LO13:45）、祝⽇10:00-14:00（LO13:45）
⽇曜⽇
50席
Without



－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

Pork Cutlet Sanmaruko Tei
Juicy Kinako pork loin cutlet full of umami
that �lls your mouth.

Key points
Enjoy the aged loin pork cutlet made with Kinako pork from
Hazama Farm at lunch time too. All menu items are available to
be taken out. The pork cutlet is even delicious cold, an
accomplishment made possible through endless trial and error.

⼩林市堤2768-10

0984-22-3005

11:00-15:00（LO14:30）、17:00-LO20:00

⽔曜⽇
88席
Available

－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

Sanko Ramen
Kurume style ramen that is light, loved by
people of all generations.

Key points
The chicken and pork bone broth soup has been passed down
for 54 years since the restaurant was establishment. The
[Chotto Chashu] is a ramen that is topped with four slices of
perfectly braised roast pork. The perfect amount of roast pork
makes this a popular menu.

えびの市栗下98-2

0984-35-1725

11:00-16:00

不定休
27席
Without

Sanmaruko-tei Set Meal 1,518 yen Chotto Chashu 680 yen



－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

Kokoya de Kobayashi
A one-plate lunch showcasing the charm
of ingredients from Kobayashi town.

Key points
80% of ingredients used are from Kobayashi City. A modern
Japanese French menu prepared by a chef who used to cook at
the Japanese ambassador's residence. Casually enjoy items
such as French oden with chopsticks for lunch.

⼩林市駅南267

0984-23-1800

11:30-15:00（LO14:00）、18:00-20:00※夜は完全予約
制
⽕曜⽇、第3⽉曜⽇
25席
Available

－ Especially thorough measures－
Thorough sanitization of

common areas

Koshien
The popular Japanese style fried chicken
is delicious but changing the �avor with
the secret house sauce is also
recommended.

Key points
The founder of the restaurant and a local legend, the set meals
and rice bowls are prepared by a 97 year old lady still in her
prime. The service lunch has a di�erent menu each day and is
available Monday through Friday. Japanese style fried chicken is
on the menu once a week.

⾼原町⼤字⻄麓876

0984-42-1065

11:00-14:00 ※夜は予約のみ
⽇曜⽇
30席
Without

Kokoya de Lunch 1,650 yen

Service Lunch - Karaage (Japanese Style
Fried Chicken) 680 yen

Featured restaurant icon commentary

Lunch time Dinner time Take-out available Child seating available

Car park available Address Phone number Opening hours

Restaurant holidays Number of seats / tables Website



Tori-Gobo Udon Teishoku (Chicken burdock udon
set meal) 700 yen

－ Especially thorough measures－
Thorough sanitization of

common areas

Nagano Udon Shop
Udon set meals made with original noodles.
The taste and portions are sure to satisfy!

Astonishingly low prices starting at 200 yen for kake udon
(plain udon noodle soup). The homemade udon noodles
are soft and springy in texture and made with domestic
�our. Set meals that come with side dishes such as
chicken-nanban or crumbed horse mackerel are also
available. The Tori-Gobo Udon Teishoku (Chicken burdock
udon set meal) comes with chicken burdock udon that has
been awarded many prizes in the past and also a mini
chicken-nanban making this a very �lling meal.

Key points
Players from the J3 soccer league team Tegevajaro Miyazaki have
visited this store. The restaurant is located in a great spot. You
can see the new soccer stadium that is nearby and you can also
watch �ghter jets from the National Self-Defense Force �y by
from inside the restaurant.

新富町⼤字三納代1788-1

0983-33-6398

11:00-14:25

⽕曜⽇
26席
Without



－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

Irifune Eel
The eel prepared with an original secret
sauce cooked to perfection is fragrant and
packed full of �avor.

Key points
Established in 1894, the high quality eels are grilled over Bincho
coal after soaking in underground water for several days to
remove any unwanted smell. The fragrant �avor of the secret
sauce coats the eel which is crisp on the outside and tender on
the inside.

⻄都市⼤字南⽅3316-3 

0983-43-0511

11:00-14:30、16:30-20:00（LO19:00）
不定休
70席
Available

Eel Set Meal 3,510 yen

－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

Big Burger
A wide variety of hamburgers, set meals
and light meals♪

Key points
First introduced as "Aoshima Gyo-rokke", the recipe now uses
ingredients from Kadogawa Town and has been renamed [Gyo-
rokke Burger] giving it a real nostalgic taste. The popular
Chicken-nanban Burger is served with habanero sauce which is
an unusual but great match.

新富町富⽥⻄2-21 

0983-33-0828

11:00-15:00

不定休
12席
Without

Gyo-rokke Burger (burger only) 345 yen
Chicken Nanban Burger (burger only) 410
yen



－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

Omaru Shin-chaya
Unbelievably cheap with an extensive
menu, serving handmade Udon.

Key points
Specially selected domestic ingredients such as dried small
sardines, bonito �akes and rausu kombu are used to make the
dashi soup that matches perfectly with the �rm handmade
udon noodles. A wide selection of sushi with fresh and large
slices of seafood are also available.

⾼鍋町北⾼鍋4622-7（⾼鍋本店）
0983-22-3455

11:00-21:30（LO21:00）
なし（1/1のみ）
180席
Available

Special Seafood Rice Bowl Set 1,320 yen

－ Especially thorough measures－
Thorough sanitization of

common areas

Cafe Kiitos
Enjoy a handmade cafe lunch with
ingredients your body will love you for.

Key points
A cafe situated inside a library with a wide-open atmosphere.
You can casually relax at this cafe during its cafe hours or enjoy
a lunch menu that includes bagels and sandwiches that are
handmade with selected ingredients.

新富町上富⽥6345-5 新富町総合交流センターきらり内

0983-32-7733

9:30-16:30

⽉曜⽇（祝⽇の場合翌⽇）
20席
Available

Bagel (Cranberry and Cream Cheese) 240
yen / (Caramel) 190 yen
Rice Flour Chi�on Cake (Cocoa Marble)
250 yen
Café au lait Ice Cream 450 yen



－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

River Station Hyakusai-ya
Locally sourced ingredients are used to
make local traditional dishes, prepared by
local woman.

Key points
The [Shiitake Nanban Set Meal] made with large local donko
(shitake mushroom) is very popular. You can adjust the ratio of
chicken to your liking. The warm smiles of the mothers of
Nishimera are also very heartwarming.

⻄⽶良村村所208-1

0983-41-4245

10:00-15:00（売店は9:00-17:00）
なし（12/29〜1/3）
36席
Without

Shiitake Mushroom Nanban Meal
(includes chicken) 850 yen

－ Especially thorough measures－
Thorough sanitization of

common areas

Hotei Sushi & Banquet
60% of customers who visit the store at
lunch times on holidays order the special
seafood rice bowl.

Key points
The owner wants customers to be able to enjoy sushi casually,
providing a sushi lunch limited to weekdays at 750 yen. The
popular menu on weekends and public holidays is the Seafood
Rice Bowl (Toku), which is a rice bowl topped with a wide variety
of sashimi.

川南町川南13712-26

0983-27-0500

11:00-14:00（LO13:30）、16:30-21:00（LO20:20）
不定休
150席
Without

Seafood Rice Bowl (Toku) 1,650 yen, Sushi
Set Meal 750 yen



－ Especially thorough measures－
Use of face masks by sta�

Sansai Nagakoshi
Nostalgic wild vegetable dishes, Handed
down through 3 generations from the
Showa era.

Key points
The popular [Sansai Biikoo] is a Taiwanese style lotus leaf
wrapped rice ball made with locally sourced mountain
vegetables such as zenmai ferns, Bamboo shoots, and shitake
mushrooms. They also have a Mountain Vegetable Bamboo
Skin Lunch Box (660 yen) among other menu items but we
recommend booking in advance.

⽊城町椎⽊3444-4 

0983-32-2700

10:00-17:00

⽇曜⽇
23席
Without

Sansai Biikoo Chimaki (1 piece) 260 yen

－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

GRILL POPEYE
You won't be able to stop eating rice with
their original soy sauce based sauce.

Key points
A retro and fashionable co�ee shop, where regular customers
span 3 generations. You can enjoy a wide and varied menu
here, from a daily lunch menu and set meals, to a variety of
parfaits and shirokuma (shaved ice).

都農町⼤字川北18836-1

0983-25-1727

11:00-15:00、17:00-21:00（LO20:00）
⽔曜⽇（不定休あり）
40席（今はコロナ禍で30席）
Without

Japanese Style Hamburg Steak (with
salad, rice and miso soup) 1200 yen

Featured restaurant icon commentary

Lunch time Dinner time Take-out available Child seating available

Car park available Address Phone number Opening hours

Restaurant holidays Number of seats / tables Website



Chicken Nanban Set Meal 1000 yen

－ Especially thorough measures－
Thorough sanitization of

common areas

Original Chicken Nanban
Naochan
Delicious chicken nanban which is prepared
with sweet vinegar but without tartar sauce.
The batter is light and �u�y.

This restaurant has a lot of fans with-in and from outside
of Miyazaki prefecture, as the birthplace of chicken
nanban. The most popular dish here is of course the
chicken-nanban. Made with chicken breasts from small
young chickens, the meat is juicy and tender. Coated with
egg and deep fried, creating a light and crispy skin. It is
then passed through an original sweet vinegar sauce that
soaks into the batter. The sweet vinegar sauce recipe has
been passed down from the previous owner. Take out is
also available and popular.

Key points
Conscious of local production for local consumption, all
ingredients are locally sourced within Miyazaki Prefecture. The
char-grilled chicken thighs and seared Hyuga Chicken are also
popular.

延岡市栄町9-3

0982-32-2052

11:00-13:45（LO）、17:00-19:45（LO）
⽉曜⽇夜・⽕曜⽇
32席
Without



－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

Furatto Gohan.
The popular sashimi set meal takes full
advantage of the chefs experience of
working at a �sh store.

Key points
They serve a sashimi set meal and a daily set meal. The sashimi
set meal comes with 7 types of sashimi purchased on the day
and a crumbed horse mackerel. This is a popular set meal
because it is �lling at a very reasonable price.

延岡市川原崎町162-1

0982-27-6210

11:00-15:00（※なくなり次第閉店）
⽇曜⽇・祝⽇
21席
Without

Sashimi Set Meal 1,100 yen

－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

Sairai Ken
Over 60 years since establishment. Full of
umami with a rounded �avor.

Key points
The rich Tonkotsu soup (pork bone broth) packed full of umami
is made by boiling pork various types of pork bone in a steam
boiler that can reach very high temperatures for a long time.
Products can be shipped nationwide.

延岡市旭町1-3-12

0982-32-4477

11:00-20:30（⽕曜⽇は-16:00）（※スープがなくなり
次第閉店）
⽔曜⽇
30席
Available

Tonkotsu Ramen (Pork Bone Broth) 700
yen



－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

Masumoto Karamen
Restaurant
The spiciness is sure to hook you in. First
started in the night life area of Nobeoka
City.

Key points
Made with plenty of garlic, chives and mince, �nished with their
secret original soup. Aside from the popular karamen, their
other varieties of tomato karamen, white karamen, curry
karamen and miso karamen are also popular.

延岡市古城町4-53（愛宕店）
0982-35-1799

11:00-22:00（LO21:30）
なし
70席
Available

Regular size from 800 yen, Small Size
from 650 yen

－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

Kanaya Original Italian
Cuisine
Dishes created with passion by the chef,
with ingredients sourced from Totoro
Town as much as possible.

Key points
The wide variety of dishes centered around the ingredients of
Totoro Town are popular. If you want to treat yourself and
enjoy everything on o�er, the lunch course that includes a
pasta dish, a main dish and a dessert is recommended.

延岡市⼟々呂町6-1734-1

0982-37-3911

11:30-14:30（LO）、17:30-21:00（LO）
⽉曜⽇
36席
Without

Lunch Course (Entree, pasta, salad, main
dish of meat or �sh, dessert, drink and
bread) 2,750 yen



－ Especially thorough measures－
Periodic ventilation

Tenryo Udon
Comfort food for the north of Miyazaki
prefecture. Delicious, cheap and served
up in seconds.

Key points
A restaurant loved by locals for many years. The dashi soup
hasn't changed since the restaurant's establishment. Made with
bonito, kombu and shiitake mushrooms. Aside from their
extensive udon menu, the oden menu and soft serve ice cream
is also popular.

⽇向市新⽣町2-66-1（本店）
0982-52-2822

10:00-19:00（LO18:50）
不定休
90席
Available

Tenryo Udon (Kama-age Udon) 340 yen

－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

Donko-tei Eat seasonal food
and energy
Discover the delicious �avors of
ingredients from Morotsuka!

Key points
The restaurant is popular for the bu�et that uses ingredients
from the Morotsuka area, but they are currently serving set
meals and rice bowls. The Naba Cutlet made with large dried
shiitake mushrooms called Naba, are soaked in water and deep
fried. Naba Cutlet can be enjoyed as a rice bowl or with curry
and is very popular.

諸塚村⼤字家代3068（しいたけの館21内）
0982-65-0178（しいたけの館21）
11:30-14:00（LO13:30）、17:00-21:00（LO20:30）
※夜は前⽇までの要予約
⽔曜⽇
48席
Available

Naba Pork Cutlet Rice Bowl 830 yen



－ Especially thorough measures－
Periodic ventilation

Taiyo Udon
An udon shop that has pride in it's soup.
The set meals are very popular!

Key points
The rich soup made with dried �akes of small sardines, kombu
and mackerel is the pride of this restaurant. The udon set
meals are popular and we especially recommend the chicken
tempura which is light and delicious.

門川町中須3-1

0982-63-2446

9:30-20:30（LO20:00）（※なくなり次第閉店）
不定休
60席
Without

Chicken Tempura Udon Set Meal 960 yen

－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

OttO-OttO
Enjoy pizza baked in a wood �red oven
made with selected ingredients.

Key points
The pizza baked in a wood �red oven is famous. We
recommend the crispy and soft calzone �lled with Italian
sausage, ricotta cheese and pistachio paste.

美郷町⻄郷⽥代12729-1

0982-60-3396

11:00-15:00（LO）
⽔・⽊曜⽇
30席
Available

Pistachio Calzone 2,180 yen

Featured restaurant icon commentary

Lunch time Dinner time Take-out available Child seating available

Car park available Address Phone number Opening hours

Restaurant holidays Number of seats / tables Website



Mini Steak Set Meal 2,650 yen

－ Especially thorough measures－
Thorough sanitization of

common areas

Meat Studio Hatsuei
This is the place to enjoy delicious Takachiho
Beef!

A restaurant directly operated by Niku-no Masakiya a
butcher located in Takachiho town. It has a reputation for
excellent meat because the restaurant only uses A5 wagyu
rank and above for it's steak and BBQ menu. The thick
steak cooked dramatically on a roaster in front of your
eyes is fantastic. The steak matches excellently with the
Japanese mustard soy sauce.

Key points
Large portions at a reasonable price, the Niku-meshi Teishoku
(Meat rice set meal) and Yakitori Teishoku (Grilled chicken set
meal) has many fans. Takeout is also available.

⾼千穂町三⽥井1404-1

0982-72-2468

11:30-14:00

⽉・⽕曜⽇
34席
Without



－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

Co�ee Shop Karinka
The reason why this long lasting local
taste is loved by locals.

Key points
Popular with families, there are regular customers who come
with their kids and grandparents. The chicken nanban is made
with fresh meat, making it very tender. The gentle �avor of the
egg sandwich is also popular.

⾼千穂町三⽥井797

0982-72-4682

11:00-20:00

⽕曜⽇
20席
Without

－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

Specialty Produce Center
Gokase
The taste of Gokase that won't disappoint,
winner of the gourmet contest.

Key points
Tokuhoru is pork diaphragm meat marinated in a secret sauce,.
This meat is stir-fried with local onions, and served on rice with
cabbage as the Tokuhoru rice bowl. The frozen Tokuhoru to
enjoy at home is also popular.

五ケ瀬町⼤字三ケ所98-1

0982-82-1400

10:30-16:00（店舗8:00-18:00）
なし（1/1のみ）
44席
Without

Chicken Nanban Set Meal 780 yen, Egg
Sandwich 470 yen

Tokuhoru Rice Bowl 900 yen



－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

Shimanoya Dining Hall
A local set meal restaurant that has been
passed down in the family for 3
generations. Enjoy everything from
noodles to set meals.

Key points
This restaurant o�ers set meals right by the town hall. The
Karaage (Japanese style fried chicken) set meal is prepared
once the order is placed and is a �lling meal that includes rice,
miso soup, and a small side dish.

⽇之影町岩井川3407-3

0982-87-2257

10:00-14:00

⼟・⽇曜⽇・祝⽇
12席
Without

－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

Restaurant Itsuse
Colorful seasonal dishes made with a wide
variety of fresh seasonal ingredients.

Key points
The kaiseki cuisine has around 10 items and is the pride of the
restaurant. Packed full of volume, with hand made desserts
and locally caught yamame (trout) grilled with salt. The option
to add Takachiho beef is also recommended.

五ケ瀬町⼤字三ケ所9223（ごかせ温泉森の宿⽊地屋）

0982-82-1115

11:00-14:00、17:00-21:00（LO20:00）
⽔曜⽇
60席
Available

Karaage (Japanese Style Fried Chicken)
450 yen, Set Meal 680 yen

Kaiseki Cuisine Course, limited to guests
who stay the night 3,300 yen (reservation
required)

Featured restaurant icon commentary

Lunch time Dinner time Take-out available Child seating available

Car park available Address Phone number Opening hours

Restaurant holidays Number of seats / tables Website



MRT Announcer Rei Shimizu Recommended Lunch

ITALIANBAR Bencaldo
Pasta made by a chef who has experience training in Italy.

Pasta Lunch (includes salad and a drink) from
1,000 yen

－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

Key points

Daily Pasta Lunch. The pasta made with
selected Italian ingredients, is a �avor you
can eat over and over again. Try the pizza
you can take out too.

宮崎市清⽔1-2-2藤⽥ビル102
0985-25-5838
11:30-14:00（LO13:30）、
17:30-22:00（LO21:00）
⽇曜⽇（不定休あり）
20席
Available

The hospitality of the owner couple is another thing I like about this

restaurant. I think this is a store you can enjoy in a wide variety of

situations, for dinner or lunch.



UMK Announcer Yuuki Fujisaki Recommended Lunch

Ken-chan Steak
The only place in town that serves a huge 1 pound steak.

Premium Ken-chan Steak One Pound 2,650 yen
(includes rice and salad)

－ Especially thorough measures－
Periodic ventilation

Key points

The steak is seasoned only with salt and
pepper. There are a wide variety of
condiments and sauces at each table, so
you can enjoy your steak how you like it.

宮崎市⼤塚町城ノ下2770-3
080-4691-0568
11:00-14:00（LO13:30）、
17:45-22:00（LO21:00）
⽔曜⽇（祝⽇の場合は営業）
40席
Without

The steaks and the owner are extra large! Lol

This is a restaurant where you can �ll up both your belly and your heart!

Featured restaurant icon commentary

Lunch time Dinner time Take-out available Child seating available

Car park available Address Phone number Opening hours

Restaurant holidays Number of seats / tables Website



Miyazaki Beef Sirloin Steak Course (150g) Includes
soup, salad bar, drink bar, grilled vegetables,
white rice or fried rice and a bread dessert 7,000
yen (Dinner service price)

－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

Miyachiku Restaurant
Enjoy the �avor of specially selected Miyazaki
beef.

The brand name of Miyazaki beef is only given to black
wagyu cows raised within Miyazaki prefecture that meet a
strict quality standard. We prepare Miyazaki beef carefully
raised by producers on a teppan in front of your eyes.
Enjoy the rich and complex �avors of Miyazaki Beef until
your heart’s content. Enjoy a moment of bliss with
someone special.

Key points
4 stores located within Miyazaki Prefecture. Food entertainment
that is prepared in front of your eyes. During dinner service at our
Hitotsuba restaurant, you can enjoy a relaxing atmosphere with
live piano performances.

宮崎市新別府町前浜1401-255（⼀ツ葉ミヤチク）
0985-28-2914

11:00-15:00（LO14:00）、17:00-21:30（LO20:30）
不定休
62席
Available



－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

Taishu Grill
You can casually enjoy the �avors of
Taishu Grill that we are proud of, dining
by yourself or with take-out!

Key points
A pork tongue specialty store, that is rare even on a national
scale. You can enjoy a specially selected menu even when
dining by yourself.

宮崎市橘通⻄2-3-13

0985-41-5388

15:30-22:30（LO）
⽉曜⽇
16席
Available

－ Especially thorough measures－
Use of face masks by sta�

Heike-no Sato
Flavors created with specially selected
ingredients prepared without
compromise.

Key points
The shimofuri hamburg (marbled hamburg steak) made
without compromise with 100% Japanese beef has remained
the same since the shops establishment 38 years ago. Flavored
with only salt and pepper, you can enjoy the delicate �avors of
quality beef.

宮崎市新別府町⼟⽥540-1（新別府店）
0985-23-1405

11:30-15:00、17:30-22:00、⼟・⽇曜⽇・祝⽇
11:30-15:00、17:00-22:00

なし
64席
Available

Thick Sliced Tongue Skewers (2 skewers
per order) 1,200 yen

Char Grilled Marbled Hamburg Steak
(170g) 1,463 yen



－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

Ryokan Odosou
A traditional nabe hot pot. A long-
established ryokan (Japanese style inn)
that is proud of its food.

Key points
The Odo-nabe (hot pot) is known as a nabe that bring good luck
to those who eat it. WBC coaches have eaten this nabe to
bene�t from it's good luck over the years. It is loved as a
famous hot pot in Sports Land Miyazaki.

宮崎市橘通東2-9-8

0985-23-2092

11:30-13:30、17:00-22:00※昼も夜も予約制
不定休
40席（完全個室）
Available

－ Especially thorough measures－
Thorough sanitization of

common areas

Maruman Yakitori Main
Store
The original chargrilled chicken thigh
restaurant. A �avor proudly presented
nationwide.

Key points
The more you chew, the more umami will �ll your mouth. The
Momoyaki (grilled chicken thigh) is prepared with great care
and cooked over a high �ame of bincho coals that burn at
extremely high temperatures.

宮崎市橘通⻄3-6-7

0985-22-6068

17:00-22:00

⽇曜⽇（⽉曜⽇が祝⽇の場合は営業）
60席
Without

Enjoy Odo Nabe at home. Odo Nabe
Soup Stock, available for 864 yen

Grilled Chicken Thigh (includes soup and
cucumber) 1,200 yen



－ Especially thorough measures－
Periodic ventilation

Ethnic Restaurant
Krungthep
Relax and enjoy a unique atmosphere and
�avors you can only experience here.

Key points
An ethnic restaurant that has been in the Awakigahara area
since forever. A reservation is required for the tandoori chicken
and fresh spring rolls. The all-you-can-drink course is also great
value for money.

宮崎市阿波岐原町前浜4276-507

0985-27-8805

17:30-21:30、⼟曜⽇17:00-21:30、⽇曜⽇17:00-21:00

⽉・⽕曜⽇
50席
Available

－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

Takasago
A casual dining bar where you can
experience the personality of Miyazaki.
This is where you can "feel" the Nishitachi
area.

Key points
A casual restaurant that has been loved by many since its
establishment. The oden (selection of ingredients boiled in
dashi) and ankake yakisoba (fried noodles with thick sauce) is
popular. An izakaya that is synonymous with the Nishitachi
area.

宮崎市橘通⻄3-1-10

0985-22-2363

17:00-22:30 （LO22:00）、⾦・⼟曜⽇
17:00-23:00（LO22:30）
（1Fのみ16:00から営業）
⽇曜⽇
163席
Available

Fresh Spring Rolls (reservation required)
1 roll 450 yen

Stewed Beef Tendon and Flavored Boiled
Egg 520 yen.
Over 100 menu items.



－ Especially thorough measures－
Use of face masks by sta�

Yakitori Megumiya
An izakaya the whole family can enjoy.
The blessings of humanity, nature and
sunshine.

Key points
Enjoy a wide selection of izakaya dishes packed full of variety
with the whole family. You can �nd traditional Miyazaki dishes,
yakitori (chicken skewers) and fresh �sh on the menu, all made
with specially selected ingredients.

宮崎市霧島1-93-2（恵屋プラス宮崎霧島店）
0985-61-0190

16:00-23:00

不定休
150席
Available

－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

Mansaku
A �avor that hasn't changed since
establishment, over�owing with warm
and kindness.

Key points
You can enjoy delicious shochu and a �avor that hasn't
changed since the shops establishment. All dishes including the
skewers, tuna marinated in sesame sauce and umani (�sh
braised in sauce) are made with great care and attention to
detail.

宮崎市橘通⻄2-6-17

0985-24-2823

17:00-22:30

⽇曜⽇、祝⽇
35席
Without

Yakitori, Negima, Bonjiri, Tori-kawa, 99
yen per skewer

Grilled Skewer 814 yen. A popular dish of
grilled fresh meat.



－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

Seafood Teahouse Uosa
Enjoy a feast with friends and family!

Key points
A restaurant that has a wide and varied menu that is easy to
use for any occasion. We use ingredients shipped directly from
contracted farmers for our customers safety and peace of
mind. We have zashiki (tatami mat) private rooms and semi
private rooms available.

宮崎市学園⽊花台桜1-21-5（宮崎⽊花店）
0985-58-3532

11:00-22:00 （LO21:30）
不定休
120席
Available

－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

Gunkei
Come try our food that we are proud of.

Key points
The tender but springy texture of the jidori chicken grown on
our company farm! Come and try the �avor we create without
compromise, made with additive free handmade salt that is
rubbed into the chicken before we grill it over a charcoal �ame!

宮崎市中央通8-12（本店隠蔵）
0985-28-4365

17:00-24:00 （LO23:00）
不定休
84席
Available

Choose Your Feast Set Meal 1,598 yen
Premium Grilled Chicken Thigh served
with yuzu kosho from 1,595 yen



－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

Hinode Horumon
Fresh high quality Horumon (o�al). A level
of delicacy you have never experienced
before!

Key points
Fresh quality meat and hormone (o�al) is grilled over a bincho
coal �ame. This cooks o� excess fat creating a juicy and not so
heavy meat for you to enjoy.

宮崎市天満3-7-3

0985-53-5253

18:00-24:00、⽇曜⽇・祝⽇17:00-23:00

⽊曜⽇（祝⽇、祝⽇前は営業）
70席
Without

－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

Kyochikuen
A popular Japanese BBQ restaurant in
Miyazaki! A shop loved by many for over
50 years.

Key points
Trust and experience that has been built up since the shops
establishment in 1968. Specially selected ingredients prepared
with a love for delicious food. Everything in store from the
secret recipe sauce, kimchi and salad dressing are handmade.

宮崎市⼤塚町⽔流5131（⼤塚本店）
0985-54-1234

11:00-22:00 （LO21:30）
なし
324席
Available

Course meals with great value and all-
you-can-drink options available

The popular Sirloin Chu-toro A Set 7,210
yen (sirloin 600g, ox tongue 200g, gold
horumon (o�al) 300g, cabbage, Korean
lettuce). On weekdays, the set comes with
3 Large bowls of rice and 2 plates of
kimchi.



－ Especially thorough measures－
Use of face masks by sta�

Rump Tei
Enter a world of traditional western food,
with a �rst class chef using �rst class
ingredients!

Key points
Producing a truly unforgettable experience. Dishes pleasing to
the eye that show o� skill and a selection of ultimate
ingredients. 2nd generation chef, Fujisawa Kenji trained under
the globally recognized French chef Mikuni Kiyomi.

宮崎市中央通8・16 第2三輪ビル中2F

0985-25-8337

18:00-23:00 （LO22:00）
⽉曜⽇
26席
Available

－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

Ranbo Char Grilled Jidori
Chicken Thigh
Sending out the real �avor of Miyazaki
nationwide. Highly reputed by national
media.

Key points
Ranbo is a famous char-grilled chicken restaurant. The great
�avors on o�er here have been introduced by media outlets
from all over Japan. Their original spice mix brings out the
umami of the chicken.

宮崎市⼤島町萩崎537-27（本店）
0985-27-3913

17:00-24:00 （LO23:00）
不定休
50席
Available

King Crab Cream Croquette 1,870 yen Bone-in Grilled Chicken Thigh 1,100 yen
Many professional sports players have
enjoyed this menu.

Featured restaurant icon commentary

Lunch time Dinner time Take-out available Child seating available

Car park available Address Phone number Opening hours

Restaurant holidays Number of seats / tables Website



Pork Loin and Chicken Nanban Set Meal 1.848 yen

－ Especially thorough measures－
Use of face masks by sta�

Tonkatsu Taikou
High quality pork, bread crumbs and oil. A
�avor created with no compromises.

The owner who continues to research enthusiastically,
honed his skills as a butcher. The panko bread crumbs
made from bread specially made to be crumbed, coats the
surface of the meat which is then deep fried in rich lard.
The umami and natural sweetness of the meat spreads
throughout your mouth when eaten with rock salt. The
chicken nanban that is covered in tartar sauce prepared
every morning is also popular.

Key points
A dish that you can enjoy 2 popular dishes in one. Local pork is
bought from trusted butchers regardless of brand. Careful
preparation brings out the natural umami of the meat.

⽇南市上平野町1-4-1

0987-23-6505

11:00-14:30（LO14:00）、16:30-21:00（LO20:00）
⽉曜⽇
100席
Available



－ Especially thorough measures－
Periodic ventilation

Eel Cuisine Taisei
Enjoy plenty of Eel from Miyazaki and
Kagoshima Prefecture.

Key points
Enjoy eel cuisine while looking out over a traditional Japanese
garden. Eels raised on a herb feed mix from Miyazaki and
Kagoshima Prefecture are broiled over infrared heat and
prepared as kabayaki (broiled with a sweet sauce). The bamboo
steamed eel is �u�y and steaming hot.

⽇南市吾⽥東10-8-14

0987-22-3478

11:00-14:00（LO13:30）、17:00-21:00（LO20:30）
⽔曜⽇、12/31〜1/2

76席
Available

－ Especially thorough measures－
Thorough sanitization of

common areas

Kuimon-ya Shin-chan
Seafood sashimi that is extremely fresh.
The texture and glistening freshness of
the seafood will amaze you!

Key points
If you want a good meal in Kushima, Kuimon-ya Shin-chan with
a wide and varied menu is the place to go . The sashimi is
especially good and highly recommended. Fresh �sh bought on
the day glistens with freshness and has an excellent texture.

串間市⻄⽅5684-1

0987-72-1939

17:30-23:00（LO22:30）
⽔曜⽇
42席
Without

Bamboo Steamed Eel (Tokujyo) 2,980 yen
Assorted Sashimi from 1,100 yen (photo
is 3,850 yen)



－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

Kushikatsu Senbon
Enjoy fresh hot kushi-katsu (deep fried
skewers) made with seasonal seafood,
meat and vegetables.

Key points
The kushikatsu (deep fried skewers) are made with seasonal
ingredients giving you a sense of what is fresh at the moment.
Each skewer is prepared fresh one at a time for your
enjoyment. You won't be able to stop eating the skewers that
are prepared with extra �ne panko bread crumbs, giving it a
light crunchy texture.

⽇南市園⽥2-7-21

0987-23-6160

18:00-23:00（LO22:30）
⽇曜⽇
25席
Without

－ Especially thorough measures－
Use of face masks by sta�

Sushi Train Sushi-tora
The aburi sushi (�ame seared sushi)
highlights the skills of the chefs, from a
long standing sushi restaurant.

Key points
A long established sushi restaurant established in 1953. The
seafood delivered mainly from �shing ports within the Kyushu
region is outstandingly fresh. The popular aburi (�ame seared)
sushi brings out the �avor and adds texture and a
mouthwatering charred aroma!

串間市寺⾥2-8-6（串間本店）
※道の駅くしま内に、2021年5⽉中旬移転予定
0987-72-1427

11:30-14:30（最終⼊店14:00）、
17:00-20:30（最終⼊店20:00）
※⼟⽇のランチは11:30-15:30（最終⼊店15:00）
不定休
45席
Available

Assorted 8 Skewer Set 1,326 yen

Flame Seared Fatty Salmon 330 yen,
Flame Seared Fresh Prawn 264 yen,
Today's Salt and Lemon Selection 440 yen

Featured restaurant icon commentary

Lunch time Dinner time Take-out available Child seating available

Car park available Address Phone number Opening hours

Restaurant holidays Number of seats / tables Website



Vegetable Terrine

－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

SLF
A delicious dish that is also beautiful, made
with local ingredients.

SLF which has entered it's 10 year anniversary year,
opened with the idea of delivering fresh seasonal foods to
its customers. The Vegetable terrine is a dish that
colorfully kicks o� the course menu during both lunch and
dinner service. The terrine looks absolutely splendid with
over 20 di�erent vegetables used and combined with
great care given to preparation. Enjoy it with salt and olive
oil.

Key points
The glamorous interior is packed full of the owner's ideas. To
celebrate the 10 year anniversary of the restaurant, large scale
renovations are also being planned.

都城市千町5000

0986-80-4224

11:30-14:30(LO14:00）、18:30-21:30（LO21:00）
⽉曜⽇、第1・第3⽕曜⽇（祝⽇は営業）
40席
Available



－ Especially thorough measures－
Use of face masks by sta�

SAKURA MUSUBI
An overwhelmingly juicy hamburg steak.
Seasoned with secret Japanese
ingredients!

Key points
A set menu that will �ll both your belly and your heart. the
course includes not only dessert but side dishes prepared with
seasonal ingredients and a Japanese twist. The hamburg steak
made without compromise with domestic pork is extremely
juicy.

都城市南鷹尾町18-32

050-1096-8150

11:00-14:00、18:00-20:00※夜は要予約
⽉曜⽇
16席
Available

－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

Yottaya
Over 100 di�erent types! Enjoy choosing
from a wide variety of grilled skewers.

Key points
The attractive skewer menu is packed full of variety. From the
pork belly skewers and rolled skewers prepared with Kannon-
ike pork from Miyakonojo City, to the chicken skewers made
with Kirishima chicken and seafood skewers. You can help
yourself to as much all-you-can-eat cabbage as you like too.

都城市中町3-4（本店）
0986-22-2219

18:00-24:00（LO23:30）
なし
40席
Without

Sakura Musubi Set Meal (tomato cheese
hamburg steak) Set 1,320 yen

10 Assorted Skewers 1,000 yen



－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

NERDBIRD
A chicken nanban specialty store that
uses juicy Nangoku Genki Chicken.

Key points
The chicken nanban made with Nangoku Genki Chicken is
healthy and juicy. Enjoy it as a set with grilled chicken served
with an original tomato sauce.

都城市下川東1-15-6

0986-24-5695

11:00-21:00（鶏がなくなり次第閉店）
なし
74席
Without

－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

Ohashi-dokoro Kitamoro
Enjoy Miyazaki Beef until your heart's
content! The Hitsumabushi set meal.

Key points
A dish proudly presented by the owner who trained in Nagoya
City. Enjoy it as is, then with some condiments and �nally on
rice with bonito dashi stock poured over the top in ochazuke
style. This is a great place to fully enjoy Miyazaki beef.

三股町五本松14-1（三股店）
0986-80-7878

11:00-15:00（LO14:00)、18:00-21: 30（LO20:30）
⽕曜⽇
45席
Available

Chicken No.4 Thigh Chicken Nanban with
Tomato and Cheese Grilled Chicken 1,298
yen

Miyazaki Beef Hitsumabushi Set Meal
2,178 yen

Featured restaurant icon commentary

Lunch time Dinner time Take-out available Child seating available

Car park available Address Phone number Opening hours

Restaurant holidays Number of seats / tables Website



Subuta (sweet and sour pork) 935 yen

－ Especially thorough measures－
Thorough sanitization of

common areas

Chinese Cuisine Shoichi
A �avor that is easy to like, with over 80
di�erent authentic Chinese dishes.

Creating dishes that everyone can enjoy since
establishment. Serving up Chinese food that matches the
taste of southern Kyushu people. People visit the
restaurant from within and outside the prefecture, craving
our �avors. The subuta (sweet and sour pork) has many
fans old and young. The secret to their �avor is their
homemade sweet vinegar that is continuously added to.
The sweet vinegar is thickened and generously poured
over crispy deep fried pork belly.

Key points
The casual and welcoming customer service is popular. The
fashionable interior is spacious and they also have private rooms
available. You can enjoy your meal without worrying about people
sitting next to you at any seat in this restaurant.

えびの市⼤字原⽥79

0984-33-0924

11:00-14:00、17:00-22:00（LO20:30）
⽊曜⽇（⽉2回ほど⽔曜と⽊曜の連休あり）
80席
Without



－ Especially thorough measures－
Thorough sanitization of

common areas

Char Grill Gyushin
The butcher department buys whole
cows, so that you can enjoy Miyazaki beef
at a reasonable price.

Key points
Energetic customer service in a lively restaurant. The salt �llet
course that includes 6 di�erent cuts of meat such as fatty
tongue, �llet and their famous pot marinated short rib is highly
recommended. Stores located in Miyazaki city and Hosono in
Kobayashi City.

⼩林市堤3116-1（堤店）
0984-23-5055

11:00-14:00（LO13:30）、17:00-22:00（LO21:30）
不定休
80席
Without

－ Especially thorough measures－
Periodic ventilation

Illuminante
Casually enjoy Italian dishes such as wood
�red pizza.

Key points
7 di�erent private rooms with di�erentiating interior designs.
The capers add an accent to the tataki (seared chicken) made
with local akadori chicken. A perfect dish to accompany your
favorite alcoholic beverage.

えびの市坂元187-2

0984-33-2972

11:30-14:00（LO13:00）、18:00-21:30（⼊店20:00、
LO20:30）
⽉曜⽇（祝⽇の場合は翌⽇）
28席※営業時間・メニューは確認を
Without

Green Onion and Salt Fillet Course (for
3~4 people) 6,458 yen

Hot Seared Akadori Chicken Dressing
(�nished as a salad) 957 yen



－ Especially thorough measures－
Periodic ventilation

BBQ and Steak Nakanishi
Low prices for the highest quality. Only
made possible because the restaurant is
run directly by a farm.

Key points
Serving Wagyu from Nishino-hara Farm where they breed and
raise the cows on-site amongst the abundant nature of
Kobayashi City. The Special Course is great value for groups or
families which you can enjoy plenty of delicious beef with.

⼩林市細野1889-1

0984-22-4649

11:30-14:00、18:00-21:30（LO21:00）
⽔曜⽇
50席
Without

－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

Ajidokoro Zen
Skewers you can't pass up on, full of
original ideas.

Key points
The creative dishes made with ingredients that are available on
the day are something to look forward to. They serve up
unusual skewers such as Chinese noodles wrapped in pork as
well as more traditional options. Standard dishes such as the
Oden (selection of ingredients boiled in dashi) and Ankake
champon (noodles with thick sauce) are popular too.

⾼原町⼤字⻄麓960

0984-42-0008

18:00-23:00

⽉曜⽇
20席
Without

Special Course 2.870 yen ※The photo is
for 2 people

Assorted Grilled Skewers (11 skewers)
2,000 yen

Featured restaurant icon commentary

Lunch time Dinner time Take-out available Child seating available

Car park available Address Phone number Opening hours

Restaurant holidays Number of seats / tables Website



Pan Fried Gyoza (8 pieces per serving) 450 yen

－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

Gyoza no Mawatari
Juicy thick skin gyoza (dumplings) made with
specially selected locally produced ingredients.

The thick and sticky skins �lled with a mix of pork and beef
mince from Miyazaki Prefecture and cabbage from the
local Yuasa area characterize these gyoza (dumplings). The
gyoza pan fried in homemade lard to give it a crunch, are
surprisingly light. You will most likely �nish a single serving
of 8 gyoza before you realizing it. The deep fried gyoza,
boiled gyoza and chicken wing gyoza made by stu�ng
locally sourced chicken wings full of gyoza �lling are also
recommended.

Key points
The owner of this restaurant is also the chairman of the Town of
Gyoza Takanabe Promotion Council. Working together with other
shops such as Takanabe Gyoza, they are injecting energy into the
gyoza industry of Takanabe Town.

⾼鍋町北⾼鍋洗井5180（本店）
0983-22-3251

16:00-20:30（LO）
⽕曜⽇
56席
Available



－ Especially thorough measures－
Periodic ventilation

Aripaka Wine and
vegetables
Enjoy a wide range of colorful vegetable
dishes with wine.

Key points
A variety of colorful dishes that accentuate the �avor and
texture of the ingredients, made by a chef who loves
vegetables! The 7 course meal includes the popular appetizer
platter and also a 2 hour all-you-can-drink for 3,700 yen!

⻄都市妻町2-20

0983-43-5035

11:30-14:00（LO13:00）、18:00-23:00（LO22:15）
⽊曜⽇、⽉1回⽔曜⽇
18席
Available

－ Especially thorough measures－
Use of face masks by sta�

Sen to Koraku
Portion sizes and strong �avors perfect
for those times you want to devour a
large meal.

Key points
Based on Cantonese cuisine, tastes from both Japanese and
Western style cuisine are incorporated into the original Chinese
menu. Made with plenty of fresh local ingredients, it's sure to
deliver on both �avor and portion size!

新富町富⽥2-4-2

0983-33-2500

11:30-14:00、17:20-20:45（LO）（⽇曜⽇は
11:30-14:00）
⽉曜⽇、第1・3⽇曜⽇
26席
Without

Appetizer Platter with lots of vegetables
(for 2 people) 1,650 yen
Glass wine from 550 yen

Seared beef and boneless rib topped with
a soft egg on rice 880 yen



－ Especially thorough measures－
Thorough sanitization of

common areas

Takanabe Gyoza
Light gyoza (pan fried dumplings) packed
full of vegetables. Eat one, and you won't
be able to stop!

Key points
The light gyoza (dumplings) packed full of vegetables come in a
wide variety of �avors such as spicy, deep fried and pan fried.
Use their original homemade spicy oil infused with Chinese
spices to your liking. The Ankake Yakisoba (fried noodles with
thick sauce) is also popular.

⾼鍋町⼤字⾼鍋町657

0983-22-2531

16:30-22:00（LO21:30）（売り切れ次第閉店）
⽉曜⽇
30席
Available

－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

Creative Kitchen Waon
Original dishes including Yojo noodles
made by kneading konnyaku (konjac
starch jelly) into the noodles.

Key points
Relax at your table and enjoy a creative menu inspired by both
Japanese and Western style cuisine that is prepared with local
ingredients. The Yojo noodles made with healthy Konnyaku
(konjac starch jelly) is a must try too.

⽊城町⼤字⾼城1299-1 

0983-32-3406

11:30-13:30、17:00-22:00

⽔曜⽇
50席
Available

Pan Fried Gyoza 500 yen (Takeout 480
yen)

Fried noodle Omelet (Made with Yojo
noodles) 715 yen, Fresh Spring Rolls 605
yen, Dashi Egg Roll 550 yen

Featured restaurant icon commentary

Lunch time Dinner time Take-out available Child seating available

Car park available Address Phone number Opening hours

Restaurant holidays Number of seats / tables Website



Fillet Cutlet and Crumbed Prawn Set Meal 1,518
yen

－ Especially thorough measures－
Periodic ventilation

Fuji Katsu
Tonkatsu (pork cutlet) you will want to eat
multiple bowls of rice with. A �avor that hasn't
changed for over 50 years.

Loved by locals for over 50 years as a tonkatsu (pork
cutlet) specialty restaurant. The cutlets are made with
coarse panko bread crumbs that are freshly crumbed from
special bread with each order. The cutlets are then deep
fried in lard, giving it a light but crunchy texture. The �llet
cutlet which is made with opened up �llet meat is the most
popular menu item, matching perfectly with the original
sauce craving to be eaten with rice. Enjoy thinly sliced
cabbage with homemade salad dressing.

Key points
You can eat as much rice, cabbage and miso soup as you like. The
miso soup made with pork and onions is a secret hit with
customers and many people ask for seconds. Many people also
order pork cutlet to take out as well.

⽇向市上町9-4（⽇向本店）
0982-52-2258

11:00-21:30（LO21:00）
⽔曜⽇（12/31・1/1）
45席
Without



－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

Nobeoka Ogura
The king of Miyazaki cuisine, chicken
nanban and champon noodles (noodles
topped with vegetables, meat and
seafood) are popular.

Key points
The superb chicken nanban is an improved version of the
secret recipe created by the previous owner. You are sure to
ask yourself, "Is this really chicken breast?" when you bite into
this juicy chicken. The staple Champon noodles is another
popular item on the menu.

延岡市出北2-14-24（出北店）
0982-32-2136

11:00-14:30（LO）、17:00-20:00（LO）
⽕曜⽇（12/31・1/1）
90席
Without

－ Especially thorough measures－
Thorough sanitization of

common areas

BBQ Jyu Jyu
A restaurant that will put a smile on your
face with it's selection of meat. A great
place to satisfy the whole family.

Key points
The all-you-can-eat bu�et is popular from 1,518 yen at lunch
and 2,068 yen for dinner service. Enjoy 16 types of meat dishes,
30 types of vegetable and seafood dishes and 11 types of
dessert at this cook-to-order bu�et.

⽇向市江良町4-39

0982-55-1029

11:30-22:00（LO21:30）
なし
34席
Available

Chicken Nanban 1,188 yen

Jyu Jyu Set (Black beef short rib, pork
short rib, ox tongue, beef hormone) 6,578
yen



－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

Restaurant Kokugikan
Nobeoka City's most recognized long
established restaurant. Great for large
groups and small groups alike.

Key points
A restaurant full of seasonal delicacies. The Himuka Hon-saba
(mackerel) raised in the Kita-ura region is highly recommended.
Enjoy the most popular seared mackerel sushi which is treated
with salt and vinegar before searing the surface with a blow
torch to bring out the natural sweetness of the �sh.

延岡市春⽇町2-3-4

0982-32-5729

11:00-15:00、17:00-22:00（LO21:00）
⽉曜⽇（繁忙期を除く）
150席
Available

－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

Yokoi-dokoro Shiibaya
Handmade soba noodles (buckwheat
noodles) made with the owners mothers
recipe. A variety of dishes unique to the
Shiiba region.

Key points
Most of the ingredients used including the buckwheat powder
is from the Shiba region. The plate comes with 3 dishes that
include a Dengaku (sweet miso sauce) served with local tofu
and rice cooked with corn. They represent Shiba Town with
their food without compromise.

椎葉村⼤字下福良1818

0982-67-2868

11:00-14:00 ※夜は要予約
不定休
20席
Without

Seared Himuka Hon-saba Sushi (single
order) 1,320 yen Handmade Grilled Duck Soba 900 yen

and B Set 500 yen

Featured restaurant icon commentary

Lunch time Dinner time Take-out available Child seating available

Car park available Address Phone number Opening hours

Restaurant holidays Number of seats / tables Website



Deep Fried Pork Trotter 550 yen

－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

Izakaya Sakon
An extremely popular signature dish. Locally
produced yuzu is the secret ingredient.

A popular restaurant where you can enjoy locally sauced
ingredients from the Hinokage region. The most popular
menu deep fried pork trotters are prepared in a wood wire
pot and cooked until completely soft, then deep fried in
200C oil. The trotters are served with a homemade ponzu
(citrus soy sauce) made with yuzu harvested in the
Hinokage region. This is also the most popular takeout
menu as well.

Key points
A prior reservation is required for kawa-gani (river crabs) and Jibie
(wild game meat). There is a free shuttle bus available for getting
here. Another reason that Sakon is popular, is the course menu
that is customized depending on your age and gender balance
within your group.

⽇之影町⼤字七折3187-1

0982-87-3180

18:00-23:00

不定休
80席
Without



－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

Izakaya Tentsukuten
A unique menu designed by a charismatic
chef.

Key points
A restaurant full of original dishes, whose most popular items
are the Imomusume (deep fried potato ball skewer) and
Goshoku Natto (5 color fermented soya beans). The restaurant
has many returning customers looking for dishes they can only
experience here.

⾼千穂町⼤字三⽥井805

0982-72-3858

17:30-24:00

⽇曜⽇
50席
Without

－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

Sakedokoro Iki
The customers are mostly locals who
know each other. Large portions at a
reasonable price.

Key points
We are proud of our �avors that you won't forget and the large
portions at a cheap price. Our especially popular grilled
skewers are grilled over a charcoal �ame that gives them a rich
�avor.

⾼千穂町三⽥井10

090-7456-3708

18:00-22:00

⽇曜⽇
20席
Without

Imomusume 495 yen, Goshoku Natto
1,045 yen Grilled Skewers (10 skewers) 1,000 yen,

Chicken Nanban 700 yen



－ Especially thorough measures－
Sanitization upon entering a

restaurant

Jyuhachiban Ramen Izakaya
The ramen menu is of course their selling
point but they are also proud of their
izakaya menu.

Key points
The Izakaya menu and Hakata style tonkotsu yobimodoshi
soup ramen are very popular. Hakata style tonkotsu
yobimidoshi soup is pork bone broth that is continuously
added to compared to traditional pork bone broth which is
cooked from scratch with each new batch. The Negi buta nabe
(green onion pork hotpot) is a popular course, made by boiling
a whole chicken for 24 hours that matches extremely well with
green onions and pork.

⾼千穂町三⽥井812-2

0982-83-1018

17:00-22:00（LO21:30）
⽉曜⽇
50席
Without

－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

Gokyo - Home of food
Providing specially selected seasonal
ingredients prepared by the owner who
has been an itamae chef for over 40 years.

Key points
The ingredients used such as vegetables, �sh and meat are all
locally produced for local consumption. The most popular
menu that we are proud of, the Jidori chicken set meal is
cooked over a charcoal �ame making the jidori chicken very
juicy.

五ケ瀬町⼤字三ケ所1287-3

0982-82-0635

11:30-14:00（LO13:30）、18:00-21:30（LO21:00）
⽉曜⽇（不定休あり）
50席
Without

Negi Buta Nabe Course 3,500 yen
(Includes all-you-can-drink)

Char Grilled Jidori Chicken Set Meal 1,300
yen

Featured restaurant icon commentary

Lunch time Dinner time Take-out available Child seating available

Car park available Address Phone number Opening hours

Restaurant holidays Number of seats / tables Website



MRT Announcer Keiji Hirosue Recommended Dinner

Izakaya Ken-chan
Please try the Seasonal dishes that are prepared
with local produce.

Grilled Takachiho Beef Skewers (2 skewers) 700
yen

－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

Key points

The kagura masks mark the entrance to
this restaurant. The grilled Takachiho
beef skewers are packed full of umami
and served with our original sweet savory
sauce that matches the beef very well.
Please enjoy this local delicacy.

⾼千穂町三⽥井796-2
0982-72-5224
17:30-23:00
不定休
20席
Without

A restaurant that has been loved by locals for many years in Takachiho,

the town I was born and grew up in. You can become energized by the

lively atmosphere, delicious food and alcohol here.



UMK Announcer Yuki Takasu Recommended Dinner

Merry Gate Herbal Soup Curry
Medicinal vegetable soup curry. The shops motto
is: Gentle on your body.

Spiced Meatball Medicinal Vegetable Soup Curry
1,400 yen

－ Especially thorough measures－
Following the three C's

Key points

Medicinal soup curry packed full of
vegetables in a chicken bone broth that is
boiled for 7 hours. The meat balls made
with garam masala blended in-store is
another dish we are proud of.

宮崎市船塚2-67
0985-41-6249
⾦〜⽉11:00-21:00（LO20:00）、⽕・⽔
11:00-15:00（LO14:00）
⽊曜⽇（臨時休業もあり）
25席
Without

Packed full of vegetables and the handmade meatballs are another

�avor you can only experience here. You can adjust the spice level with

their original spice mix.

Featured restaurant icon commentary

Lunch time Dinner time Take-out available Child seating available

Car park available Address Phone number Opening hours

Restaurant holidays Number of seats / tables Website




